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Chirp Version:
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Model affected:

Baofeng UV-5R

Platform:

All

Subject:

UV-5R Not accepting setting changes

Normal

Description
I just received a new UV-5R in the mail and when programming with CHIRP it will accept a new batch of channels correctly but
changes in the settings tab aren't carried forward. I haven't tested all of the options, but specifically the welcome message won't
change (what downloads also isn't what the radio displays) and I cannot modify the upper and lower VHF/UHF limits. It's currently
says 'FCC' on startup and is limited to 144-148/430-450.

History
#1 - 03/06/2020 03:03 pm - Hazardous Medic
Forgot to mention in the original post:
Firmware 1: HN5RV01
Firmware 2: 1FB297

#2 - 03/06/2020 04:09 pm - Hazardous Medic
- File Baofeng_UV-5R_20200306.img added
- File debug.log added

Also, here is the log and img. The frequency range values were correct when downloading from the radio and uploading back, but the radio will not let
me input anything outside of 144-148/430-450 no matter what the lower and upper limit settings are.

#3 - 03/07/2020 08:33 pm - Hazardous Medic
Update - I received a known-good img file from a fellow UV-5R owner and uploaded that to the device. I still can't manually tune outside of the
restricted 144-148/430-450 ranges. However, he had frequencies programmed outside of that range (eg. 162.550) and in channel mode I can tune to
them and receive transmissions successfully. So it seems like my manual frequency entry is locked out.

#4 - 03/19/2020 04:33 pm - Travis Flaman
- File Resized_Screenshot_20200316-165437_Drive.jpeg added

Hazardous Medic wrote:
Update - I received a known-good img file from a fellow UV-5R owner and uploaded that to the device. I still can't manually tune outside of the
restricted 144-148/430-450 ranges. However, he had frequencies programmed outside of that range (eg. 162.550) and in channel mode I can tune
to them and receive transmissions successfully. So it seems like my manual frequency entry is locked out.
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Try going into the radio menu > STEP > for value switch to 2.5K.

#5 - 03/21/2020 07:49 pm - Bernhard Hailer
- Status changed from New to Feedback
- Target version set to chirp-daily
- Model affected changed from UV-5R to Baofeng UV-5R
- Platform changed from Windows to All

Plesase see previous post and tell us whether that worked.
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